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The synonyms of “Times” are: multiplication

Times as a Noun

Definitions of "Times" as a noun

According to the Oxford Dictionary of English, “times” as a noun can have the following
definitions:

An arithmetic operation that is the inverse of division; the product of two numbers is
computed.
A more or less definite period of time now or previously present.

https://www.oxfordreference.com/view/10.1093/acref/9780199571123.001.0001/acref-9780199571123
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Synonyms of "Times" as a noun (1 Word)

multiplication A multiplicative increase.
Repeated copying leads to a multiplication of errors.
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Usage Examples of "Times" as a noun

It was a sign of the times.
Four times three equals twelve.
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Associations of "Times" (30 Words)

algebra A system of algebra based on given axioms.
Courses in algebra geometry and Newtonian physics.

billion The number that is represented as a one followed by 9 zeros.

calculable Able to be measured or assessed.
The conversion of mass into energy affects stars in a calculable fashion.

double A double measure of spirits.
36 is the double of 18.

doubly In a twofold manner.
We re going to have to work doubly hard.

dual
Convert a road into a dual carriageway.
Though there are no plans to dual the road a public consultation on the
A64 is set to start before the end of the year.

eight One of four playing cards in a deck with eight pips on the face.

https://grammartop.com/dual-synonyms
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exponential Of or involving exponents.
The social security budget was rising at an exponential rate.

five A playing card or a domino or a die whose upward face shows five pips.
four A playing card or domino or die whose upward face shows four pips.

hundred A subdivision of a county or shire, having its own court.
Wantage Hundred.

math Mathematics.
She teaches math and science.

mathematics
The abstract science of number quantity and space either as abstract
concepts pure mathematics or as applied to other disciplines such as
physics and engineering applied mathematics.
A taste for mathematics.

million The number that is represented as a one followed by 6 zeros.
There were millions of flies.

multiplication A multiplicative increase.
Repeated copying leads to a multiplication of errors.

multiply
Obtain from (a number) another which contains the first number a
specified number of times.
Listeria and other bacteria were able to multiply in very low
temperatures.

nine One of four playing cards in a deck with nine pips on the face.

number Give numbers to.
You should number the pages of the thesis.

numeral A figure, symbol, or group of figures or symbols denoting a number.
He learned to write the numerals before he went to school.

plural The plural number.
The first person plural.

seven One of four playing cards in a deck with seven pips on the face.
seventy Being ten more than sixty.
six Denoting a quantity consisting of six items or units.
ten One of four playing cards in a deck with ten pips on the face.

tenfold By ten times; to ten times the number or amount.
Production increased tenfold.

thirty Being ten more than twenty.
thousand The cardinal number that is the product of 10 and 100.
three One of four playing cards in a deck having three pips.

https://grammartop.com/multiply-synonyms
https://grammartop.com/number-synonyms
https://grammartop.com/tenfold-synonyms
https://grammartop.com/three-synonyms
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trillion One quintillion in Great Britain.
In England they call a trillion a billion.

twelve Denoting a quantity consisting of 12 items or units.


